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The effects of microburst characteristics on the optimal penetration performance of jet transport and general 
aviation aircraft are presented. The purpose is to determine the best possible performance that can be achieved 
in a broad range of microbursts. A secondary goal is to illustrate good strategies for dealing with a range of 
microbursts during takeoff and landing. Over 1100 optimal trajectories were computed for two aircraft types 
flying through idealized microbursts using a Successive Quadratic Programs trajectory optimization algorith~m. 
Contours of safety metrics are plotted as functions of the length scales, magnitudes, and locations of horizontal 
wind shears and vertical downdrafts. These performance contours show three length-scale regimes for optimal 
microburst penetration. At short length scales, hazards usually associated with gustiness predominate (e.g., high 
normal load factor, rotational upset). At intermediate length scales, a degraded ability to maintain flight path 
and/or vertical velocity poses the most serious threat. At very long microburst length scales, excessive touch- 
down velocities may result. The ability to transit a microburst successfully also varies strongly with microb~~rst  
location. The results show that both aircraft types could penetrate some very severe microhursts if optimal 
control histories were followed. .Uevertheless, these control strategies assume perfect prior knowledge of the 
wind, and practical limits to successful encounter with real-time control capabilities would be lower. The 
optimally controlled jet transport can successfully penetrate higher intensity microbursts than can the genesral 
aviation aircraft. 
I. Introduction 
N August 2. 1985, a Delta Airlines Lockheed L-1011 
crashed while attempting to land at the Dallas/Ft. Worth 
Airport because it encountered a severe microburst wind shear 
(like that in Fig. 1). The flight data records1 provide insight 
into the combination of wind conditions and control strategy 
that caused this accident. During the headwind portion of the 
microburst, the aircraft was pitched up, apparently in an 
attempt to reduce airspeed. Because of the accompanying 
downdraft, it failed to experience much altitude gain, but it 
did experience a significant groundspeed loss. After regaining 
the initial approach airspeed, the aircraft kept losing airspeed 
rapidly because it entered the tailwind portion of the mi- 
croburst. When the airspeed got within 10-15 kt of the stall 
speed, it was pitched down, apparently in an attempt to regain 
airspeed. It did regain airspeed, but in the process, it crashed 
into a highway 1.1 nm short of the runway. This is a classic 
example of how the conventional piloting strategy of main- 
taining airspeed with the elevator can spell disaster in a mi- 
croburst encounter. 
With this experience (and others like it) in mind, a number 
of efforts have attacked the microburst eccounter problem 
from the perspective of improving control strategy.'-l6 Each 
control strategy realized significant performance improve- 
ments over existing systems in test cases. They did this by 
using pitch (and, in some cases, thrust) inputs to counteract 
the microburst's disturbing effects on such quantities as alti- 
tude and airspeed. Methodologies ranging from classical feed- 
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have been used. In fact, many of the cont.ro1 schemes were 
able to safely penetrate wind profiles that had caused serious 
accidents. This improved performance is e.ncouraging infor- 
mation, but in most cases, the actual number of simulated 
wind shear encounters was small for each control law, so more 
extensive testing is clearly in order. Effect:; of variations in 
microburst intensity were considered in Refs. 9, 12, 15, and 16, 
whereas the effects of differing aircraft performance charac- 
teristics were treated in Refs. 12 and 16. 
The present work is part of an extended effort to address the 
problem or to improve piloting strategies for microburst en- 
COUnter.4.1 1.12.17.18 The effort began with a c:lassic control de- 
sign study" and progressed to deterministic optimization of 
encounters with Doppler-radar-derived inicroburst wind 
fields.12 The present paper characterizes the dependence of 
deterministically optimized penetration trajectories on mi- 
croburst properties, including length scale, intensity, location, 
and relative magnitude of horizontal vs vertical winds. This 
dependence shows how different microbur:;ts pose different 
types and levels of threat to an optimally controlled aircraft. 
The basic method of determining this dependence is to com- 
pute many deterministic optimal trajectories through a para- 
metric family of microbursts. Results are presented for two 
different aircraft types, a small general aviation aircraft (GA) 
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and a 150,000-ib jet transport (JT). The takeoff and landing- 
approach flight phases are both considered. Reference 17 con- 
tains further results in this area. 
As a side benefit, the numerous trajectory optimizations of 
this study point to possible strategy improvements that could 
be realized by practical control systems, as noted. Reference 
18 follows up on this idea, presenting simplified, realizable 
implementations of these strategies. It is similar to efforts of 
Miele et al., who have also used optimization results to deduce 
practical strategie~.',~.~' 
$1. Analysis Highlights 
Microburst Encounter Modeling 
The longitudinal motions of an aircraft were modeled by 
seven coupied, scalar, nonlinear, ordinary differential equa- 
tions that solve for inertial speed Vj, flight-path angle y;, pitch 
rate q,, angle of attack ai, altitude h ,  range r ,  and thrust or 
power T o r  P 
mhere 6E is the elevator setting, cj = q2/Z Yo ,  & = at/:! Y,, and 
i. is the mean aerodynamic chord. Table 1 gives the coefficient 
values used in this study. Much of the JT aeordynamic model 
was taken from Ref. 19. The GA coefficients are based on 
data in Ref. 20. Note that the available CLmax of each model 
can be derived from the C,, CLa, and amax data in Table I; 
CLma, = 2.50 for the JT; CLmax = 1.77 for the GA. Trajectory 
optimization inequality constraints enforce these CLma, values 
by enforcing the inequality constraint a, I am,(<a,,,Il). En- 
forcing an a,,, slightly less than or,,,l, (ulimate maximum of 
CL) decreases the likelihood of departure from controlled 
flight. Note also that the zero lift line occurs at negative angle 
of attack in both cases, representing flaps-down configura- 
tions. Zero lift of the J T  configuration occurs at  a = - 15.5 
deg because of the high value of CL, taken from Ref. 19; 
hence, J T  negative angle-of-attack time histories appear 
anomalous (as in Fig. 4), but they correspond to positive CL. 
p- - [ - ~ S [ C D  cos(ai - a,) + CL sin(ai - an)]  + T cos(ai + iT)j 
I - - g siny: 
rn 
gS[CL cos(ai - a,) - CD sin(aj - a,)] + T sin(ai + i ~ )  
m I - g cosy; 
y. = 
v, 
and 
. ( ( 6T -T )  T = (JT aircraft) 
. ( 6T -P)  p=- with T = - E(Va)P (GA aircraft) 
7 e  Vo 
Here, the reference area is S, g represents gravitational accel- 
eration, rn and I ,  are aircraft mass and pitching moment of 
inertia, iT is the rhrust incidence angle, and 6T is the throttle 
setting. The time constant for thrust (or power) ' -g 7, is 4 s for 
the jet transport and 1 s for the general aviation aircraft; 
E(V,) represents the airspeed-dependent propeller efficiency 
of the general aviation aircraft. The wind shear effects on the 
aircraft's motions enter through the air-relative angle of at- 
tack a, and the airspeed Vo, 
The CLma, is the significant quantity that limits an aircraft's 
ability to safely negotiate a microburst wind shear, and it takes 
on reasonable values for both configurations. 
The seven scalar differential equations can be put in the 
form x = f ( x ,u ,w)  by defining the state vector, x  = (Vi, yi,  q,,  
a i ,  h ,  r ,  T o r  P)T,  the control vector, u = (6E, 6 n T ,  and the 
disturbance vector, w = ( - wh, - w , ) ~ .  Except for the w de- 
pendence, this form is a special case of the form needed for 
trajectory optimization. 
For the present study, the microburst wind field was mod- 
eled as a function of range along the intended flight corridor; 
our prior optimization study considered altitude-dependent 
profiles measured in the Joint Airport Weather Studies 
(JAWS) program as we11.I2 Five parameters characterize the 
engineering approximation model: the wave length and inten- 
sity of a sinusoidal headwind/tailwind, the wave length and 
intensity of a (I-cosine) downdraft, and the location of the 
microburst core (Fig. 2). This model has been found to pro- 
duce aircraft trajectories like those through the JAWS mi- 
croburst Headwind/tailwind and downdraft ef- 
fects were considered separately so that parametric trends 
could be identified. 
Trajectory Optimization 
The trajectory optimization problem is of the continuous- 
time, fied-end time, free-end-point, Bolza type. 
Vi sin?; + w, 
a, = ai + yi - t a n - '  
V; cos 7; + Wh 
) (2a) Find 
u 0) for t 6 [to,t/l (4a) 
vo =  W :  + wi + ZV,(W, siny, + wh cosy,) (2b) 
Table 1 Aerodynade propeFties of the J d  Trnnspont (JT) and 
and the dynamic pressure is computed as 4 = p V,2/2. General Aviation (GA) Models 
The aerodynamic models for pitching moment, lift, and 
drag coefficients CM, CL,  and CD are quasisteady models that Axcraft CLO CL, CL~E CLO CL; amax, 
are reasonably accurate at low Mach number and below the deg 
stall angle of attack JT 1.36 5.04 0.40 9.3 6.6 13 
CM = CM, + C ~ ~ f f ,  + C M , , ~ E  + CM@, + CH,(Y, (3a) GA 0.61 4.73 0.48 15.9 8.0 14 
Aircraft CMO CM, CwaE C M ~  Cnr,- CC,, E 
CL = c~~ + C,rmaa + CL,~E + CLqQ; + CL,& (3b) JT 0.0 - 1.21 - 1.43 -29.5 - 17.7 0.064 0.067 
- 4  C &--.-+ 
4 + b + d +  
+d Q 
Headwind - r~dDowndraR 
I 
1 J 
Tailwind Range (R.) 
Fig. 2 An engineering-approximation wind shear model: a)  vertical 
cross-section: b) variation of horizontal and vertical winds. 
to minimize 
subject to 
c[x(t),u(f),f] 5 0 for all tc[to,tf] (4-e) 
where the typical L = [2[(h - ho) cosyio - (r - ro) sinyio12 
+0.04[6E -6EoI2 + 0.004[6T - 6Toj2)] and V = L/~AxFP,v~x,; 
they penalize deviations from the intended flight path. In these 
cost function expressions distances are expressed in feet, eleva- 
tor angles in degrees, and throttle settings in percent of maxi- 
mum. The quantities ho and ro are initial values; yio, 6Eo, and 
6To are nominal values. The vector Axf is the final state 
perturbation from the nominal flight condition and flight 
path, and the matrix PN is the solution of a discrete-time 
algebraic Riccati equation involving the sampled-data lin- 
earization of Eq. (1) about the nominal flight condition and 
involving the cost function integrand L .  The function f de- 
scribes the nonlinear longitudinal motions of an aircraft in a 
wind shear, c describes state and control inequalities that must 
be enforced for the optimal solution to make physical and 
practical sense (e.g., throttle saturation and stall angle of 
attack), xo gives the initial position and flight condition, and 
to and tf ensure that the trajectory traverses the entire mi- 
croburst. 
The function f contains global information about the wind 
shear because this is a deterministic formulation of the trajec- 
tory optimization problem; therefore, the optimal solution 
"knows" ahead of time what the microburst is going to do. 
This foreknowledge of the wind field makes the selection of xo 
important. If the initial range location is farther ahead of the 
center of the microburst, the optimization will have more time 
to prepare for the encounter. For example, the optimization 
might call for the airplane to put the throttle forward to store 
excess airspeed in preparation for coming tailwinds even be- 
fore the airplane actually enters the tailwind section. 
In this study, the initial range location is just ai the onset of 
any winds, a t  the beginning of the headwind build-up section 
if w,,, # 0, at the beginning of the downdraft build-up sec- 
tion otherwise. The initial airspeed is the nominal airspeed 
during takeoff and landing. By comparison. Mieie et 31.' :" . ' "  
and Zhao and BrysonIs assume [,hat the initial range location 
is at the maximum headwind and that the initial airspeed is at 
the nominal. In their optimal trajectories, thse aircraft has less 
time to prepare for the microburst tailwinds, and it starts with 
a deficit in inertial speed. Consequently, for given peak-to- 
peak winds, their results are more conservative. 
A second difference is in the cost functioris optimized here 
and in the referenced studies. Whereas we have minimized a 
quadratic path-following error, Miele et ai.9,'0.16 and Zhao and 
BrysonI5 minimized the maximum altitude or altitude rate 
deviations that occurred on the trajectories. The minimum- 
maximum and quadratic altitude deviation cost functions 
yield similar optimal trajectories. Zhao and Rryson also inves- 
tigated a cost function based on final air-relative total energy, 
which produces very different optimal trajectories. 
Soiutions to the trajectory optimization problem in Eq. (4.) 
have been obtained by application of the method of Successive 
Quadratic Programs (SQP) to a discrete-time approximation 
of the original problem.17 The discretization is like that of a 
zero-order hold: it breaks the interval from to to tfinto Nequal 
subintervals, tk to tk + , for k = O...N - 1;  ty = rf. The con- 
trols are held fixed over each subinterval, and the continuous- 
time inequality constraint is enforced only at the sampling 
times tk .  The optimization used 70 sampling intervais per 
microburst encounter. 
Parametric Study of Effects of Microburst Variations 
Optimal trajectories were computed for various values of 
the microburst parameters, r h r  wh,,, ry.  HI ",,, and r i ,  for 
two aircraft types, and for takeoff and approach flight paths. 
Each parameter combination leads to a different optimal mi- 
croburst encounter trajectory. Several quantities that charac- 
terize the safety of the encounter were extracted from each 
trajectory and were associated with a partir:uiar point in mi- 
croburst parameter space. Thus, altitude deviation, sink rare, 
minimum airspeed, and other measures of the trajectories can 
be portrayed as functions of the microbursl. parameters, and 
acceptable limiting values can be expressed in terms of these 
parameters. The resulting plots present standards against 
which practical sub-optimal controllers can be judged. 
Altitude deviation on landing approach leads to touch- 
down-point deviation. Vertical velocity deviations can be haz- 
ardous on both climb-out and approach. On approach, too 
high a sink rate at touchdown can cause the aircraft Structure 
to fail. If the ascent rate is too small or negarive on climb-our, 
eventual obstacle impact becomes likely. Airspeed-deviation 
hazards, as considered here, are those associated with the loss 
of rotational stability and control through t!he loss of aerody- 
namic moments; it could become the critical safety factor in 
very intense, very short length-scale microbtirsts. The B-g stall 
limit on airspeed is not considered as a safety factor because 
stall has been directly factored into the trajectory optimiza- 
tions as a state inequality constraint on angle of attack. iner- 
tial velocity deviations during landing approach are consid- 
ered because of the necessity to  stop the airlplane in the given 
runway length after landing.2' 
This study examines headwind/tailwind (W/T) effects and 
downdraft (DD) effects separately. The separation reduces the 
scope of our parametric study to a feasible level. An actual 
microburst has both horizonta and vertical wind components. 
For a predominantly H/T microburst encounter (as happens 
very near the ground), our study of pure H/T encounter gives 
a good prediction of the trends. Also, for a predominantly DD 
microburst encounter (as happens further aloft), our study of 
pure DD encounter gives a good prediction of the trends. For 
a mixed H/T-DD microburst encounter, superposition of ac- 
tual trajectory response applies up to a certain level of wind 
activity, but superposition makes no sense in reference to 
maximal performance contours. Nevertheless, the perfor- 
mance study of the separate cases gives insight into the quali- 
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Fig. 3 Optimal J^ r landing-approach trajectories through five head- 
wind tailwind microbursts of varying intensity (rh = 16.000 ft). 
tative trends in strategy and performance that can be expected 
in the mixed case. 
The dependence on microburst location, r,, was suppressed 
for the H/T and DD results. Instead of fixing the value of r,, 
r, takes its worst-case value with respect to any given safety- 
related quantity. Suppose q, is the quantity in question and 
that higher values of the quantity indicate a deterioration of 
safety, then the value of the quantity used in the H/T cross 
section would be 
qrmax(rh, whmax) = max q,(rh ,whmax,rV = 0,wvm, = ~ J L )  ( 5 )  
'L 
Variations of r, do not affect the optimal control actions in 
the analysis of this paper because flare and pre-takeoff run- 
way roll have not been considered. Microburst location varia- 
tions only affect the location of the penetration trajectory with 
respect to the ground. Therefore, maximizations as in Eq. (5) 
can be carried olut over a single optimal trajectory, i.e., by 
computing a single trajectory for a given rh and whm, and 
maximizing q, ovier that trajectory. Effects of rnicroburst core 
location, r,, also were considered separately. 
Ill, Trajectory Optidzation Results 
Over a thousanid optimal microburst encounters have been 
computed. The optimal trajectories fall broadly into eight 
distinct categories, each distinct combination of aircraft type 
(ST or GA), wind feature (DD or H/T), and flight phase 
(landing approach or takeoff). In each of these eight catego- 
ries, 60-210 distinct optimal trajectories were computed at 
grid points of microburst intensity vs length scale. The mi- 
croburst length scales range from shorter than the distance 
traveled during one short period to longer than the distance 
traveled during one phugoid period. The microburst wind 
intensities range u:p to hundreds of ft/s; details for all of these 
trajectories, can be found in Ref. 17. 
The solution of a trajectory optimization problem is a state- 
space trajectory and its associated control time history. Fig- 
ures 3 and 4 present examples of aircraft-in-a-microburst opti- 
mal trajectories. 'The JT aircraft is used in these examples, the 
microbursts are H/T microbursts, the primary cost function 
component is mean-square altitude deviation, and the flight 
phase is landing approach. On the altitude vs range plots 
(Fig. 31, three of the optimal trajectories are indistinguishable 
from the nominal trajectory. The plots of associated time 
histories (Fig. 4) !;how significant deviations from nominal in 
a11 cases. These solutions provide good examples of the infor- 
mation contained in an optimal trajectory. 
Fig. 4 Time histories associated with five optimal JT landing ap- 
proaches through headwind/tailwind microbursts of varying intensity 
( r h  = 16,000 ft). 
Insight into the characteristics of good control in a mi- 
croburst has been a side benefit of this parametric study. In 
Figs. 3 and 4, unconventional pitch steering maintains lift, 
thereby maintaining glide path-note the 180 deg phase shift 
between the airspeed and angle-of-attack time histories on 
Fig. 4. As the microburst intensity increases, this strategy 
eventually leads to saturation of the angle of attack at the stall 
limit. The negative angles of attack indicated on Fig. 4 still 
correspond to positive lift; note the line indicating the zero-lift 
angle of attack. Throttle activity increases to avoid airspeed 
excursions below the I-g stall limit, and microburst transit 
occurs more quickly because of the resultant higher inertial 
velocities. These combined strategies do a good job of main- 
taining the intended glide path up to a microburst intensity of 
220 ft/s (corresponding to a peak-to-peak variation of 440 
fps). 
The throttle setting increases from the nominal value in the 
headwind zone in all cases of Figs. 3 and 4 as a consequence of 
the global knowledge assumed during optimization. In other 
words, the optimization algorithm benefits from predictive 
information that would require "look ahead" measurements 
in the aircraft or "uplink" of ground-based measurements of 
the wind field. Reference 18 presents a related real-time throt- 
tle strategy that does not require predictive capability. 
The control strategies used by all of the optimizations of 
this study have the following common characteristics. They 
use pitch control in an unconventional manner to maintain lift 
while using throttle to keep from running out of airspeed- 
tailwinds steal airspeed directly and downdrafts steal energy, 
which is equivalent to airspeed. When an extreme microburst 
causes the airspeed to fall below the 1-g stall limit, despite 
counteracting throttle activity, the unconventional strategy is 
continued: the angle of attack is held at  the stall limit until the 
microburst subsides. The net altitude loss due to this maneu- 
ver is less than what would be caused by diving to regain 
airspeed. The current results suggest that CK be raised to the 
stick-shaker limit, where CL is very high but not yet at its 
ultimate maximum and where the likelihood of lateral-direc- 
tional control problems still is quite low. By bleeding off 
excess airspeed in favor of altitude down to the stick-shaker 
limit, an aircraft may ride out a severe microburst transient 
without deviating appreciably from its intended flight path. 
Performance as a Function o f  ,Microburst Parameters 
Landing Approach Perjormance Through Headwind/ 
Tailwind .Microbursts 
lo4 10' 
Mluoburst length mh, r (R) 
Fig. 5 Perlomancr ufety contoun for ,oplimnl JT landing ap- 
prolrcb in herdwind/tnildnd 
Figures 5 and 6 present limiting H/T intensities as functions 
of length scale for the J T  and GA aircraft executing landing 
approach. The figures also present an approximate curve for 
the altitude deviation performance. The symbols on the plots 
refer to points of the contours that have been computed via 
interpolation with respect to microburst intensity. Extrapola- 
tions beyond the symbols indicate that some data exist at the 
adjacent length scale, but not at high enough microburst in- 
tensity to determine the next interpolation point. The mi- 
croburst length scales at  which optimal trajectories have been 
computed range from 250 to 16,000 ft for the GA aircraft and 
from 1000 to 64,000 ft for the J T  aircraft on a logarithmic grid 
centered near the respective aircraft's phugoid length scale. 
The different intensity scales of the two plots reflect the lower 
ability of the GA aircraft to handle severe microburst winds. 
The performance contours for the two aircraft display sev- 
eral similarities. The primary safe-performance measure, the 
maximum altitude deviation, has contours that are concave 
upward on both plots for higher values of the maximum 
deviation. The minimum intensity for a given contour occurs 
at a microburst length scale between that of the short period 
mode (GA: 230 ft, JT: 1800 ft) and that of  the phugoid mode 
(GA: 2510 ft, JT: 10,470 ft). The maximum-altitude-deviation 
contours are close together at long microburst length scales 
but diverge at short microburst length scales. 
At short microburst length scales, the minimum-airspeed 
limit becomes important. The minimum-airspeed contours 
reach high microburst intensities for the longer length-scale 
microbursts. At short microburst length scales, however, the 
microburst intensities of the minimum-airspeed contours de- 
crease while the intensities of other contours increase, thus 
making the minimum airspeed limit a critical factor in this 
regime. As a point of reference, the 1-g stall airspeeds are 180 
and 85 ft/s for the J T  and GA aircraft, respectively. 
At longer microburst length scales, the upper limit on iner- 
tial velocity may become a crucial limit. These contours do 
just the reverse of the minimum-airspeed contours: they are at  
high microburst intensity for short microburst length scale, 
but their intensities decrease with increasing microburst iengrh 
scale. Recalling that a limit to inertial vei.ociry arises from 
braking-distance/runway limitations, one 5:an compute rea- 
sonable values for this limit based on flight rnanuals such as in 
Ref. 21. 
In contrast to the other contours, the maximum-descenr- 
rate contours for the two aircraft (the second graph from the 
top on each of Figs. 5 and 6) are dissimilar. As a point of 
reference, the nominal descent rates are 12 and 6 ft/s for the 
J T  and GA aircraft. Contours corresponding to a maximum 
descent rate that is double the nominal descent rate fall in 
regions of microburst parameter space where other safety 
factors would allow a landing approach, e.g., w,, = 120 fps, 
rh = 3000 ft for J T  penetration, and w,,, = 60 fps, rh = 1000 
ft for the GA penetration. Descent-rate limits must be consid- 
ered to determine the safety of landing a!pproach in a mi- 
croburst. 
Some of the trends of these performance safety contours 
have simple explanations. A dynamic, one-dimensional analy- 
sis agrees well with the long length-scale altitude-deviation 
performance contours. References 17 and 18 explain this anal- 
ysis, which is a dynamic version of the analysis used to gener- 
ate an aircraft's power curve from its lift, drag, and thrust 
characteristics. Stall also plays a role in this analysis, which 
estimates microburst-induced airspeed variations that occur 
while tracking the glide path. The airspeed variations are 
estimated by integrating a differential equation for d V/dr that 
is derived under the assumptions of 100% throttle setting and 
perfect glide-path-maintaining pitch control. On the maxi- 
mum-altitude-deviation contour graphs (top graphs) of Figs. S 
and 6 ,  the curves marked "1-D Approx. of Limit" were 
generated from this analysis. For long length-scale H/T mi- 
crobursts, these curves agree well with the actual maximum-al- 
titude-deviation contours. 
The maximum inertial-velocity contours can be explained in 
terms of the general strategy that has been described above. 
The trajectory optimizations try to  avoid t:xcursions of the 
airspeed below the I-g stall limit by accelerating the aircraft 
'a, 
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Fig. 7 PeBformance safety contours for optimal JT climb-out in 
downdraft mierobrhsts. 
with thrust. This strategy becomes more and more effective 
for longer length-scale microbursts because the thrust has 
more time to work. Increased inertial velocities in the longer 
length-scale microbursts go hand in hand with this increased 
ability to maintain flight path, thus the downward trend of the 
inertial-veiocity contours at long microburst length scales: 
higher inertial-velocity maxima occur in less severe mi- 
crobursts. At very long length scales, the throttle is fully 
capable of maintaining airspeed, and penetration safety is 
simply a function of the ability of the aircraft to land in a 
steady tailwind. At microburst length scales shorter than the 
phugoid length scale, on the other hand, the aircraft cannot 
change its inertial velocity much due to its large mass; there- 
fore, these contours go to very high microburst intensities and 
become irrelevant to the question of safety. 
For microburst length scales below the phugoid length scale, 
an aircraft's inertial-velocity cannot vary significantly, and 
the maximum airspeed loss equals the maximum tailwind. At 
these shorr length scales, the microburst intensity of each 
minimum-airspeed contour is approximately the difference 
between the nominal airspeed and the contour airspeed. 
In summary, the performance safety contours for optimal 
aircraft landing approach in X/T microbursts display three 
regimes. In the shortest length-scale regime, shorter than the 
scale of the aircraft short-period mode, the hazard of upset 
associated with very low airspeed and loss of aerodynamic 
control torque is  the most restrictive safety criterion. The 
ability to maintain aircraft altitude is one of the two most 
important factors in the length-scale regime between the short- 
period mode and1 the phugoid mode. The ability to maintain 
siow descent rare is the other important factor in this regime. 
The maximum allowable inertial velocity at  touchdown can 
limit the ability 1 0  successfully negotiate H/T microbursts in 
the length-scale regime above the phugoid mode. 
Sakeo ff Performa~?ce of a Jet Transporr in Downdraft Microbursts 
Figure 7 presents results for J T  climb-out through down- 
draft mmicrobursts. The meanings of symbols and the contour 
plotting method:; have been carried over from the previous 
two figures. For comparison's sake, the same flaps-down air- 
craft configuration has been used for this study as for the 
landing approach study, even though this is not the standard 
takeoff configuration. 
In this case, the minimum ascent rate is the critical perfor- 
mance safety factor over the entire length-scale regime that 
has been considerred. At microburst length scales longer than 
the phugoid len,gth scale, most of the minimum-ascent-rate 
contours level out and approach a microburst intensity equal 
to the m&munn static ascent rate less the minimum ascent 
rate asociated with the particular contour. At length scales 
below the phugoid length scale, the microburst intensities of 
the contours increase with decreasing length scale. 
Reference 17 presents the other five sets of intensity/length- 
scale perfomance safety contours for optimal microburst en- 
counter. They are similar in structure to the three sets pre- 
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Fig. 8 Performance safety contours for optimal JT landing ap- 
proach as functions of microburst core location and headwind/tail- 
wind intensity (rh = 16,000 ft, wvm = 0). 
sented here, but shed additional light on the questions of what 
factors limit safety in what regimes and why they limit it. 
Location-Dependent Safety Contours: A Landing-Approach Example 
The gross effects of microburst location were evaluated by 
shifting the core of X/T profiles and examining changes in 
touchdown parameters, neglecting flare dynamics. Actual 
touchdown values would be affected by flare but would follow 
the trends shown here. 
Figure 8 presents three safety-nieasure contours for the case 
of optimal J T  landing approach through H/T microbursts of 
length scale rh = 16,000 ft. The horizontal axes of the graphs 
give microburst location relative to the intended touchdown 
point, r ~ .  Positive location indicates that the microburst cen- 
ter occurs beyond the intended touchdown point (i.e., the 
aircraft is nominally on the runway). The vertical axes give 
microburst intensity, whmu (wVmu = 0). The top graph on the 
figure presents contours of constant range deviation at touch- 
down. The + 600 ft contour indicates cases that overshoot the 
intended touchdown point by 600 ft (land 600-ft long); the 
negative-valued contdurs co;respond to cases that produce 
short landings. 
The range-deviation-at-touchdown contours indicate that 
the worst-case microburst location for producing short land- 
ings has the center of the outflow occurring 5000 to 9000 ft 
before the aircraft reaches its intended touchdown point. 
Given the microburst length scale of 16,000 ft and its sinu- 
soidal H/T variation, the maximum tailwinds occur 1000 to 
5000 ft before the intended touchdown point. This makes 
sense; the tailwinds produce the hazard in H/T microbursts, 
and if they are to cause an aircraft to land significantly short, 
they must occur far enough before the runway threshold with- 
out being so far from the runway as to allow for recovery 
before ground impact occurs. 
The descent-rate contours and the inertial-velocity contours 
also have the worst-case location for the microburst center 
occurring before the aircraft reaches its intended touchdown 
point. These'worst-case locations are 2000 to 5000 ft before 
the intended touchdown point for the descent rate-at-touch- 
down criterion and 3000 to 5000 ft before it for the inertial-ve- 
locity-at-touchdown criterion. These criteria have the worst- 
case rnicroburst occurring closer to the airport than does the 
range-deviation-at-touchdown criterion. 
IV.  Conclusions 
This paper has presented and discussed the results of a study 
of the dependence of optimal aircraft penetration trajectories 
on microburst wind shear characteristics. The method of study 
plots contours of safety metrics in a parameter space of mi- 
croburst characteristics. Optimal performance has been stud- 
ied for two aircraft, a jet transport and a general aviation 
aircraft, and for two flight phases, climb-out and landing 
approach. 
For optimally controlled aircraft, performance safety on  
landing approach is limited in medium length-scale mi- 
crobursts primarily by the aircraft's ability to track the nomi- 
nal glide path or  to maintain low descent rate a t  touchdown. 
In long-length-scale microbursts, a critical limit t o  safe perfor- 
mance on landing approach is the aircraft's maximum touch- 
down inertial velocity. Safe performance on climb-out is lim- 
ited primarilty by the aircraft's ability to continue climbing in 
the microburst. For short  length-scale microbursts with a large 
tailwind, a factor that may limit safe performance is the 
danger of  losing aerodynamic control torque at  very low air- 
speeds. Microburst location also has a strong effect on the 
safety of  an  encounter. On landing approach, the most threat- 
ening peak :ailwind locations for an  optimally controlled air- 
craft occur from zero to one mile before the runway threshold. 
The r- orr red results have been achieved by optimal strate- 
gies that tightly control altitude via elevator inputs and that 
use thrortle inputs to keep airspeed above the lg stall limit. 
These strategies track the intended flight path by taking 
advantage of  transient phenomena and by trading airspeed for 
altitude down to the stick-shaker limit. 
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